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Hideaway Studio Presents:  PolivoxPolivoxPolivoxPolivox

The Crimson Chameleon!..

The Polivoks (Rus.:
Поливокс) was designed
by Vladimir Kuzmin with
input on the aesthetics
from his wife Olimpiada
who was apparently
inspired by Soviet military
radios of the time. In
production between 1982
and 1990 the Polivoks
was manufactured at the
Formanta Radio Factory
in Kachkanar, Russian
SFSR.  With a retail price
upon release of 920

rubles around 100,000 Polivoks were manufactured – peaking at a production
rate of up to 1,000 units a month!  Despite this, the Polivoks is not all that
commonly seen an instrument outside of Russia.

Although intending to appear and sound similar to the Minimoog it has been
said that Vladimir never had access to the instrument or indeed any technical
information.  On examining the schematics, I’d have to agree and go so far as
to say the Polivoks is a very different beast indeed on a technical footing.
Some have said the instrument was a poor man’s Minimoog but I truly think
this is disingenuous to say the least as it sports some interesting unique
features such as looping envelopes, a particularly efficiently implemented
duophonic note assigner, and a quite remarkable and unique filter design.

In fact, whilst producing the original patches for this library I have been
particularly taken by the filter on this unique instrument which is like nothing
I’ve ever heard before.   Sporting both Low Pass and High Pass modes it can
be quite an untamed beast at times but with care also capable of producing
some really quite beautiful timbres.

It may be full of bizarre old Russian transistors the size of small flying
saucers, plastic that feels like it was made from recycled Christmas cracker
toys and easily winning the most horrific key-action ever made contest.. I truly
adore this wonderful old analog chameleon of an instrument!
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Installation

This library requires the full version of Kontakt 4.2.4 or higher.

Approximately 685MB of free hard disk space is required.

Uncompress the zip archive, this should result in a new folder called
“Polivox” containing the following sub-folders and files:

To run Polivox simply load up one of the .nki files in the Instruments folder.

But its all Cyrillic to me!!… well there might be a secret button that helps ☺
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Instant Gratification

You can easily cycle through any of the xx instrument patches (.nki) in the
instruments folder by clicking on the small arrows to the right of the instrument
name.

Please note that the 30 example multi instruments (.nkm) in the Multis folder
can also be cycled through by clicking on the arrows to the right of the multi
rack window:

Hopefully by loading up the patches you will be able to see how they have
been constructed in the synth engine and can be used as starting points for
new sounds which can be saved under new file names.

NB: Please note that a velocity sensitive keyboard is almost essential as the
sounds in this library have been designed to respond to playing style and
often benefit from a delicate touch interspersed by more rigorous moments.
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Editing Instruments in The Synth Engine

Naturally the example instruments packed with each release in the library can
be used as is but the sounds can be tweaked to your needs using the synth
engine control interface in a similar manner to the factory patches on a classic
subtractive S+S synthesizer.

Featuring Hideaway Studio’s Solo Synth Engine

Polivox features the powerful “solo” synth engine which is particularly well
suited to serving lead and solo instruments with powerful real time modulation
in a highly intuitive user interface.  Being very economical on screen area it is
also well suited to be run in multiple instances to create layered multis.

Using the Envelope Controls

Three independent envelopes are provided.  One envelope controls the
amplitude dynamics (VCA), one controls the filter dynamics (VCF) and the
third controls the pitch (VCO).

Each of the three envelopes is selected by clicking on the small arrow to the
right of ENVELOPE.

This produces a pull down menu permitted the user to select the envelope
that is required.

The relevant independent Attack, Decay, Sustain and Release controls are
displayed on selecting one of the above.
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Amplitude Envelope

The further the attack (A) control is moved clockwise the more gradually the
sound builds up. The more the release (R) control is moved clockwise the
longer it takes for the sound to decay after the note is released.   The decay
(D) control determines how quickly a sustained sound diminishes with time.
The more clockwise the control, the longer it takes to decay.  Very rapid
attack and decay settings will produce plucked or staccato effects and slow
settings will produce a swelling effect.   The sustain (S) control determines the
volume at which the sound will rest during sustain once the decay portion of
the envelope has completed.

Responding to Playing Style…

There two further controls in the AMP section which can really bring a sound
to life by changing the way it responds to changes in keyboard velocity.

VEL>ATK The further anticlockwise this control is set the more the attack
phase is shortened with increased velocity.  This is a very powerful means to
increase the urgency of a sound when played with rigour.  For this to be
effective on strings, for example, it needs to be used in conjunction with a
slow (more clockwise) attack (A) setting.

VELOCITY The further this control is moved clockwise the more the
amplitude is changed in sympathy with the key velocity.  For sounds that are
not required to respond in amplitude to key velocity this control (eg. an organ)
should be set fully anti-clockwise.   Typical settings are around the mid point.
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Filter Envelope & Controls

The filter cutoff and resonance levels are set by the FREQUENCY (cutoff) and
RESONANCE controls.  These are modulated by the FILTER ENVELOPE.

The filter KEYTRACK control is used to setup the relationship between the
played key position and the cutoff frequency.  This can be used to mask the
effects of noise (eg. hiss becoming apparent in the lower registers), to mimic
natural tonal responses over the playing range (eg. a piano) or, when used in
conjunction with very high degrees of filter resonance, to accurately setup
sympathetic self resonance with key position for the emulation of bells etc.

The new synth engine features 4 filter modes.  By clicking on the arrow to the
right of FILTER the type of filter can by selected from the pulldown.

The filter envelope is dedicated to controlling the filter cutoff.  The further the
attack (A) control is moved clockwise the more gradually the filter cutoff
frequency increases. The more the release (R) control is moved clockwise the
longer it takes for the cutoff frequency to decay after the note is released.
The decay (D) control determines how quickly the cutoff frequency falls with
time.  The more clockwise the control, the longer it takes to decay.  Very rapid
attack and decay settings will produce plucked or staccato effects and slow
settings will produce a brass like swelling effect.   The sustain (S) control
determines the cutoff frequency at which the filter will remain during sustain
once the decay portion of the envelope has completed.

The more the AMOUNT control is moved away from its centre position, the
more the filter cutoff is modulated by the envelope.  For most filter control
applications the control is moved clockwise to increase the amount of positive
response to the envelope generator. Note that if you want the filter to be
swept over its full range then the filter FREQUENCY must be set to zero and
the ENV AMT set to fully clockwise.  In cases where little or no modulation is
required, the cutoff control may be used as a basic tone control by setting the
ENV AMT to the centre position and setting the CUTOFF control to suit.
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Making the Filter Respond to Playing Style…

VELOCITY The further this control is moved towards its extremities the more
the filter modulation reacts in sympathy with the key velocity. Normally this
control is used in it’s positive phase (clockwise) as many acoustic instruments
generally become brighter (their harmonic content increases) the louder they
are played.   For sounds that do not require velocity sensitive filter modulation
(eg. organ) the control should be set to the mid point.

Pitch Envelope

Perhaps a little more unusually, the synth engine features a pitch modulation
envelope which can be used to impart everything from subtle changes in pitch
during moments of rigorous playing (eg. guitar/harp/drums) or during attack
transients (eg. brass) to wild sound effects.

When the AMOUNT control is positioned within the positive (clockwise) half of
its travel, the further the attack (A) control is moved clockwise the more
gradually the pitch rises. The more the release (R) control is moved clockwise
the longer it takes for the pitch to fall after the note is released.   The decay
(D) control determines how quickly a sustained note falls in pitch with time.
The more clockwise the control, the longer it takes to fall. The sustain (S)
control determines the pitch at which the sound will rest during sustain once
the decay portion of the envelope has completed.

The pitch modulation is reversed when the AMOUNT control is positioned
within the negative half of its travel.   The further the control is moved towards
its extremities the more dramatically the pitch modulation responds to the
pitch envelope.

Responding to Playing Style…

VELOCITY The further this control is moved towards its extremities the more
the pitch modulation reacts in sympathy with the key velocity.   For sounds
that are not required to respond in pitch to key velocity this control should be
set to the mid point.
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The LFO Controls

The synth engine provides three independent LFOs each dedicated to
modulating pitch, amplitude and filter cutoff.

To select the LFO that requires adjustment click on the triangle to the right of
LFO and a pull down menu will appear.   Click on the LFO required.

Pitch LFO

Vibrato is a regular modulation of pitch and can produce anything from
natural effects such as a gently quivering flute or legato strings to a deep
plunging effect.  The RATE of the Vibrato effect can be altered along with the
depth of the pitch modulation using the DEPTH control.

No vibrato effect is heard when the depth control is set to its most anti-
clockwise position.

A typical vibrato effect is heard with the rate control at roughly the 12 o’clock
position and the depth control at the 2 o’clock position.  For a more natural
vibrato a triangular modulation wave is a common choice of waveform.  The
shape of the modulating WAVE (waveform) may be set by the slider switch to
the right of the rate control.  The 4th (lowest) position is the sample hold
position which imparts a random amplitude modulation effect.

The VIA switch to the right of DEPTH control determines whether the degree
of depth control is fixed (Direct), increased by turning the modulation Wheel
on the controlling keyboard or by the amount of *Aftertouch during keypress.

*NB: Not all keyboards support aftertouch or transmit it over MIDI.
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Ampitude LFO

Tremolo is a regular modulation of amplitude and can produce anything from
natural effects such as a gently beating bell or an electric guitar tremolo to a
dramatic fading effect. The RATE of the tremolo effect can be altered along
with the depth of the modulation using the DEPTH control.

No tremolo effect is heard when the depth control is set to its most anti-
clockwise position.

A typical tremolo effect is heard with the rate control at roughly the 12 o’clock
position and the depth control at the 2 o’clock position.  For a more natural
tremolo a triangular modulation wave is a common choice of waveform.  The
shape of the modulating WAVE (waveform) may be set by the slider switch to
the right of the rate control.  The 4th (lowest) position is the sample hold
position which imparts a random amplitude modulation effect.

The VIA switch to the right of DEPTH control determines whether the degree
of depth control is fixed (Direct), increased by turning the modulation Wheel
on the controlling keyboard or by the amount of *Aftertouch during keypress.

*NB: Not all keyboards support aftertouch or transmit it over MIDI.
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Filter LFO

An LFO is dedicated to modulating the the Filter cutoff frequency and can
produce anything from natural effects such as a sustained brass effect to
dramatic filter sweeps.  The RATE of the modulation can be altered along with
the depth of the modulation using the DEPTH control.

No effect is heard when the depth control is set to its most anti-clockwise
position.

As with all of the LFOs the effect is disabled when the DEPTH control is set to
the mid position.

For a more natural effect a triangular modulation wave is a common choice of
waveform.  The shape of the modulating WAVE (waveform) may be set by the
slider switch to the right of the rate control.  The 4th (lowest) position is the
sample hold position which imparts a random filter modulation effect.

The VIA switch to the right of DEPTH control determines whether the degree
of depth control is fixed (Direct), increased by turning the modulation Wheel
on the controlling keyboard or by the amount of *Aftertouch during keypress.

*NB: Not all keyboards support aftertouch or transmit it over MIDI.

The Tone Control

The TONE control is a deceptively powerful feature.  In the fully counter
clockwise the signal is unaffected.  As the control is rotated a continuously
evolving complex EQ curve is applied.   With some experimentation this

feature can be used for embellishing formants within each voice and helping
to sit each of the layered voices together in the mix.
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The Effects Section

Below the main synth user interface is the effects section:

To enter the effects page the right hand slide switch is set to the FX position.

The effects section comprises of four basic types of effects: auto-panning,
modulation, echo and reverb.

Each of the effects are chained in series and can be disabled by turning their
respective AMOUNT control fully anti-clockwise.  In the case of AUTOPAN
the effect is disabled by setting the DEPTH control fully anti-clockwise.

Autopan Effect

The AUTOPAN section features three controls.  The RATE control
determines how rapidly the position of the instrument is moved within the
stereo field.  The DEPTH control determines how far it pans from the centre
position and the WAVE slide switch sets whether the pan is gradually
modulated by a triangular wave or jumps between two set positions by a
square wave.

Modulation Effects

The synth engine offers three basic forms of modulation FX:

To select each of three options, click on the triangle to the right of the
FLANGER/CHORUS/PHASER indicator and select from the pulldown menu:

The CHORUS is a digital simulation of a classic stereo analog chorus (minus
the noise!). The RATE control determines how rapidly the chorus is
modulated, the DEPTH control determines how much the effect is modulated,
the FEEDBACK control determines how much of the effects output is fed
back to its input and the AMOUNT control sets the amount of the effect to be
mixed with the dry signal.
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The FLANGER is a digital simulation of a classic stereo analog flanger. The
RATE control determines how rapidly the flanger is modulated, the DEPTH
control determines how much the effect is modulated, the FEEDBACK control
determines how much of the effects output is fed back to its input and the
AMOUNT control sets the amount of the effect to be mixed with the dry signal.
The effect is particularly dramatic when the FEEDBACK control is set high
(clockwise).

The PHASER is a digital simulation of a classic stereo analog phaser. The
RATE control determines how rapidly the phaser is modulated, the DEPTH
control determines how much the effect is modulated, the FEEDBACK control
determines how much of the effects output is fed back to its input and the
AMOUNT control sets the amount of the effect to be mixed with the dry signal.
The effect is particularly dramatic when the FEEDBACK control is set high
(clockwise).

Echo (Delay)

The echo section comprises of delay with feedback and damping and may run
in either a mono or stereo mode.

By clicking on the triangle to the right of ECHO a pulldown menu will appear
permitting Mono or Stereo modes of operation to be set.

The TIME control sets the delay whereby turning the control clockwise
increases the delay time.  The DAMPING control determines how much the
effect is diminished on each echo.  The FEEDBACK control sets the amount
of the signal from the delay that is fed back to the input. The further this
control is turned clockwise the more the input signal is recycled thus creating
dramatic repeating and sustain effects. The AMOUNT control determines how
much of the effect is mixed in with the dry signal.
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Reverb

The reverb utilises the latest convolution technology to digitally simulate the
reverberation of a physical or simulated acoustic space.

Three types of reverb simulation are provided.  Select each reverb by clicking
on the slide switch marked TYPE.

Upper Position is a large HALL simulation.
Middle Position is a classic plate reverb simulation.
Lower Position is a vintage spring line tank simulation.

Use the SIZE control to set the size of the selected reverberation space and
the AMOUNT control to set the amount of the effect to be mixed with the dry
signal.

Saving Your Own Patches

All of your creations can be saved as .nki instruments simply by using the
save as function by clicking on the files icon in the main Kontakt control
pane.

Remember that if you edit an existing sound you must save it under a new
name otherwise you will overwrite the original!
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Credits

Dan Wilson (Hideaway Studio)
Patch Design, Sample Capture, Example Patches & Demos

Anders Hedstrom (Flavours of Lime)
GUI Design & Graphics

Boris Chuprin
Cyrillic GUI Translations

Mario Krušelj
Synth Engine Script

A very big thank you to Boris Chuprin for his help in creating a Cyrillic GUI that actually makes sense ☺

Usage Restrictions & Copyright Notice

Purchasing Polivox grants a single user license. Further users are required to purchase their
own copy of this product.

This library may be used in its distributed form as an instrument in any music composition,
both commercial or otherwise.

Under no circumstances may the raw sample data, voice groups, example instrument patches
or indeed any new instruments created in this product be used as the basis for another

sample library or musical instrument.

The sample data, instrument patches and demos within this product are protected under
copyright.  No third party patches or samples have been used to create the oscillators or raw

samples in this library.

Any product or manufacturer names or brands mentioned or implied are the property of their respective owners.
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A Spectravoks?
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